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The Hong Ou Mandel experiment in graphene
Historically, the Hong Ou Mandel experiment has been performed to get time-domain
information on the photon wave packets: it was a direct way to measure the time width of
single photon wave packets. The lack of quadratic detectors to perform time auto-correlation
at so low input level led them to consider the second order coherence
by colliding the idler and signal photons generated by parametric
down-conversion of a laser source on a beam splitter. Indeed, the interference of the two
indistinguishable particles makes the particle detection statistics dependent on their
wavefunction overlap. After N0 experiments, the particle number fluctuation is
, where the plus sign holds for bosons, the minus sign
holds for fermions, is the time delay between particles and
is their velocity. For
non-overlapping states at large , the fluctuations of two particles independently partitioned is
found. For zero delay (full overlap), the bosonic bunching doubles the noise whereas the
fermionic exclusion makes it vanish. Hong–Ou–Mandel experiments are now standard in
quantum optics. With the use of electronic beamsplitters in GaAs/AlGaAs, d.c. and a.c.
voltage sources have shown anti-bunching [1,2].
Recently we have shown that it was possible to mimic these beam splitters in graphene and to
obtain Mach Zehnder interferometers with record visibility of 70% [3]. Based on this, we
propose an original Hong Ou Mandel geometry to probe for the first time the fermion
statistics in graphene.
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